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Abstract

1986 is the 300th anniversary of Fahrenheit's birth, reason
enough to reflect upon the life and work of this man, whose
temperature― sCale ― despite metrification ― is sl‖ in use today
in the English― speaking worid
There are h″ o issues,in particular,which we might cOnsider:
On what basis did Fahrenheit's scale achieve such a widespread
distribution?From where did he derive the striking temperature―

his scientific studies quite early, to the detriment of his
mercant‖ e education. During these years in Amsterdam he must

have come to the decision that he would rather manufacture
physical and meteorOlogica! instruments ― and, in particular,
thermometers and barometers,for which there was a great need
at that time ― than continue as a merchant, He was already
engaging in this new occupation during at least the later years of

pound― second― system?

his apprenticeship, and when this was completed, he absorbed
himself tota‖ y in his experiments After he had borrowed money
to further his experiments, it was eventua‖ y necessary for his

Before dealino wth hiS thermometers we need to consider the
background of Fahrenheit's:ife

guardians to pay his debts from his inheritance 5. subSequently,

on

l. FAHRENHE「 'S

deported by the East lndia Company to the Dutch East indies
Fortunately for thermometry, Danie! Gabriel could be neither
detained nor deported, since he was not to be found: he was

values for his scale (32 for the ice― point and 212 for the
steam― point),whiCh belong neither to a metrical nor to a foot―

l,1
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0‖ gins and Youth

」anuary 21st, 1707, they succeeded in obtaining an
authorization from the city counc‖ of Danz19 6 for an Amsterdam
merchant to have Fahrenheit detained by the p。 ‖ce and then

trave‖ ing.

Daniel Gabriel Fahrenheit was born on May 24th, 1686 in
Danzig, the eldest son of the merchant Daniel Fahrenheit and
his wife Concordia,n6e Schumann Daniel Fahrenheit had been

made a freeman of the town in 1684, and together with his
partner uirich lSenhut, ran a successful trading business, which

also maintained a branch in Amsterdam Fahrenheit's parents
owned several properties in the centre of Danzig, including

Daniel Gabriel's birthplace at Hundegasse 94, as Wen as 0
country house near Danzi9 1
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the fami!y had ear‖ er come from H‖ desheim An ancestor of Our

Daniel Gabriel,Hans Fahrenheit,had
moved from H‖ desheim via
'電
Rostock tO KOnigsberg,where he was rnade a freeman in 1512.
dren ― he had 加 o
Daniel Cabriel was the eldest of five ch‖
brothers and two sisters

He received private tuition unti!he was

1 2

Years of Wandering

een 1707 and 1717 Fahrenheit was alrnost
!n the decade be袖 ′
continua‖ y on the move. The unknown biographer wrote of this
in 1740 3:

"To this end he made many arduous iourneys by land and
sea, conferred wth the most famous mathematicians in
Denmark and Sweden and dispatched his instruments to
lceland, Lapland and Other places from where interested
correspondents repOrted observations to Amsterdam, so that
in this extremely cold year(1740), a number of articles have

made reference to the remarkable observations made by
Fahrenheit's weather‑91asses during the hard winter of

1709"
The lrst of these iourneys, which led him through Germany,

twelve, when he started to attend the Marienschuie in Danzig

Sweden and Denmark, brought him in 1708 1o Copenhagen,

!『

also involved with thermometry. The meeing with Roemer was
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nominated three Danzi9 citizens as guardians:they decided that
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1702, after receiving an in― house training in bookkeeping, he
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through the four years of his apprenticeship (1702‑1706),
although his cOnduct was not always to the satisfaction of his
guardians and patrons lt seems ‖kely that Fahrenheit started

where he met the Danish astronomer Olav Roemer 7, who was
described in deta‖

by Fahrenheit 8 and We wi‖

this in the second half of this paper

comment upon

Here we need only to

notice that by 1708 Fahrenheit was already in possession of his

own

thermometers,

since,

according

to

his

account,

the

discussion with Roemer inspired him to irnprove On his instru―

ments
With the completion of his 24th year on May 24th, 1710, he
reached his legal adulthood, so that the basis of the earner
court―

order disappeared

Since no document deciaring his

malority exists, he cannot have been in Danzig at this time,
although iater that year, after the end of the great plague, he

visited his brothers and sisters in Danzig and remained there
until the fo‖ owing year. On 」anuary 20th, 1711, his younger
brother Ephraim was(prematurely)deciared adult. Both brothers
declared before the court that they had each received their

rightful inheritance from their guardians l

After this, Fahrenheit

barometers: for instance, On the boning― pOints of liquids, the
expansion of quicks‖ ver in tubes made from giass of various

recommenced his travels with iourneys to Kuriand and Livland,
as we know from letters of authority which were made out in

KOnigsberg and Mitau l.

prOvenance(Potsdam, BOhemia,Thiiringen,Engiand,Amersfoort

In the years 1712/13 he was once

and Amsterdam), the subcOOling of water, the density of liquids

more in Danzi9, where he worked with a friend, the gymnasial
Professor, Paul Pater. :n 1713ノ 14 he was in Ber‖ n where he

and the development of an araeometer, the dependence of the
bo‖ ing̲pOint

』8:」 器 認 nmi譜 龍 協 田 :ァ 謝
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Leipzig. On the way he visited local giass―
blowers to learn
about the manufacture of cap‖ laries for his thermometers and to
perfect his glass̲blowing technique.

::躊 鰍

Durin9 1724 he trave‖

ed to London in

response to an invitation to becOme a member of the Royal
Society, and wh‖ st there, he gave a lecture on the density of a
metal ― often found in association with 9o!d ― Which was then

known as lead‑9old and which is probably platinum 17

On this iourney he ttet Ch‖ Suan wOlff 10 in Hal:e(17141,

1n

addition, during the same year, five essays were pub‖

shed in
''Ph‖ osophical Transactions" 18, and these, together with the

where the iatter was PrOfeSSOr in mathematics Fahrenheit gave
him two wine― spirit thermometers, which, despite differing
capacities, gave practica‖ y identical readings over their whOle
range Wolff recognized imrnediately the fundamental significan‐
ce of this development and described in deta‖ his evaluation in

the ''Acta Eruditorum" 11.

Of water on barometric reading and the production

of cold by salt― rnixtures

letters tO Boerhave, are the richest source of information on his
activities 19.

The closeness of his contact with Boerhave is revea!ed by
Fahrenheit informing him of his marriage plans. On March 20th,

Although Fahrenheit was ciearly

1729 he writes:
"...¨ that,since l am tired of stayin9 temporarily with different

certain Of his achievement, this independent confirmation pro‐

vided a valuable recommendation

people,l am now busying myself wtth finding a!oyal woman"

Despite his intensive travels, Fahrenheit did not iimit his
crOativity sOlely to thermometers and barometers:on March 5th,
1715 he wrote from Leipz19 8 1。
Leibniz 12,aSking him for his

But by Apri1 17th that year he reports:

comrnents on a quicks‖ ver clock, which he had designed in

inherit from her, fearing the !oss Of this beneficence have
ensured that rny hopes came to grief''6.
There is no mention of further similar efforts,and he remained a

''l had onen been entertained by this iady (who already
possesses a pretty penny), but her friends, who expect to

connection with a competition set up by a British parliamentary
cOmmission. in his reply, Leibniz suggested that more deta‖
s
wouid be required to satisfy the requirements of the commission.
Previously, Leibniz had asked Wolff's opinion of Fahrenheit,and
in his answё r Wo!ff mentioned a perpetuum mobile 13, upOn

which Fahrenheit had asked him to comment.

bachelor.

Fahrenhel's last prolect Was a machine for lifting water,which

was intended for use in drainino floOded areas.

Wolff further

He had com‐

pleted a model of this and app‖ ed for a patent from the ''Staten
van Ho‖ and en West― Friesland", and this was in fact granted.

observed: "He deserves recognition for his efforts in the
construction of thermometers and barometers; he is, however,
too little experienced in the science of mathematics and in his
inventions chance plays a bigger rOle than thought." 6

:n order to deal with this matter,he trave‖ ed in September 1736
to The Hague, where he was suddenly taken i‖ . on september
7th he sumrnoned a notary to the "Frisleven :nn'', where he

However, this iudgement was not in respect of Fahrenheit's

dictated his w‖ l.

ln this he left the water machine and half of
any future income from the patent tO s'Gravesande 4,6

correspOnding thermometers which Wolff had strongly praised in
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construction of which is delayed by a lack of mOney, and he
:‖

Fahrenheit died on September 16th, 1736 in The Hague at the
age of ifty and was buried four days later in the monastery―
church. it was a fourth grade buria! ― a pauper's burial As a
result of rebu‖ ding and reorganisation, his resting p:ace cannot

1里

requests references to help him secure regular employment

―

a

sign that his financial situation was none too 「osy. Leibniz'

now be located

death in 1716 prevented a response and possible help.
in 1717, at the age of nearly 31, Fahrenheit arrived in Amster‐
dam and fina‖ y settleo dOWn:the years of wandering had∞ me
to an end.

His belongings were auctloned on December

5th, 1736 in his last dwe‖ ing place― Prinsengracht near the
Nieuwe Spiege:straat― and so were scattered to the winds.
There is no record of a portrait of Fahrenheit and none has ever
been found.

13 Fahrenhen in Amsterdam

2. FAHRENHEIT'S WORK
!n Amsterdam, Fahrenheit set up his home and worksh6p in the

house of the coppersmith Rcemer at the corner of Leidsche

2.1. The beginnings of thermometry

Straat and Keizersgracht. it was here that he began to construct
quicks‖

ver thermometers, for which he had a!ready made

The influence of heat on the volume of physical bodies is

preliminary experiments in Ber‖ n during the early part of 1713

particulalγ

0f special significance during this time in Amsterdam was his
relationship to the infiuential Dutch scientists of the day, and his

surprising that the oldest instruments for the measurement of
temperature used a gas ― air ― as their medium sOme people

scientific lectures. His connection to the Professor of medicine

ascribe the earliest invention of these to Galilei 20,
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same date is quoted (around 1592)22
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:t is therefore not

。thers to the
t fOr bOth approxirnately the

Dutchman Cornelius Drebbe1 21, bし
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striking in the case of gases.

Figure l shows a

his technique for manufacturing thermometers and the resuits of

Drebbei gas thermometer ohere fi9

his scientific experiments using these accurate thermometers

column and an Amontons thermometer lthere 19. 12),wlh a
standing liquid cOlumn, The readings in both cases were

He aiso met and corresponded with s'Gravesande 15 and Van

10)With a hanging iiquid

Musschenbroek 16, wh。 , like Boerhave, were using Fahrenheit's
thermometers and praised his ski‖ in their production. From

dependent on atmospheric pressure.

1 718 onwards Fahrenheit gave lectures on scientific topios and
the announcements and transcriptiOns of these have survived to

mOmeter for the measurement of fever, and its application is
shown in figure 2 The normal body temperature was indicated

the present day. The themes were optics, hydrostatics and
chemistry. in addition, he was making experimentS which were

by a mark on the capillary

professor of medicine and anatoぃ

Sanctorius (1561‑1636),

y in Padua, used an air ther‐

Then, as today, the gas thermometer did not enioy
widespread success ― as the result ofits comp‖ cated method of

only partia‖ y Ooncerned with the fabrication Of thermometers and

10

use ― and it waS replaced by the liquid thermometer. This
could bo used in any Situation and its readings were nct
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Among these instruments are examples of the ''Florentine
thermometer'', one of the oldest liquid thermometers in the
、
″orld, which Was in widespread use under this name until at

tOgether in Florence in the middle of the 17th century

spirit― in―
least the end of the 18th century l lt is a wine―
giass thermometer,and consists of a globe reservoir melted onto
り The
a capi‖ a〜 ,whiCh is sealed at the upper end(19.3,l to‖

22. Accademia del CimentO
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After Gal‖ ei's death in 1642, a group of his students ioined

Since the Grand Duke of Tuscany,

Ferdinand ‖ (1610‑1670),WaS also an adnlirer of Galilei and a
friend of the natural sciences, he made his own rooms,vailable
From this

evolved the "Accademia del Cimento", which was fOrma‖ y
founded in 1657 by the Grand Duke 23 The patron was his
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fruitful period, instruments were developed which long Outlived
their inventors
A fu‖ account of its activities has been
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Many of the instruments used and developed by the Accademia
del Cimento are today to be found in the "Museo di Storia de‖
Scienza" in Florence 25.
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lengths of 50, 100

For ca‖ bration, two extremp points were taken: the coldest
winter temperature in Florence(whiCh probably lies a‖ ttle below
the ice― point)and the hottest summer temperature However,
these temperatures lie at different scale points for each thermo‐

meter type

for the meetings of this group of scientists, so that at the
Florentine court a form of private academy developed

lr:鵠

The Academy used thermometers with scale―
and 300 to 400 degrees

together in Florence, and continued scientific experiments in the

spirit of their master.

iafr:∝

As a result of the use of these unreliable fixed

es of thermometers
points,salsfying correspondence wthin a se
could be achieved oniy th「 ough the skill of the 91ass― blower.

The spiral thermometer in fig.3,IV, deserves specia: mention,
since aithough it 9‖ dS the lily somewhat, it does indicate the
extreme sk‖ l of the Florentine glass― blowers;the spiral is about

lo cm high and the lower reservoir has a diameter of 6 8 cm.

The use of the Florentine thermometer quickly spread

This

is true not only for those instruments which came directly from

the Academy, but even more so for those which, following the
dissolution of the Academy, were produced by other instru‐
ment― rnakers outside Florence (but predominantly ita‖ an)and
often distributed via travening salesmen, As a result of these

mda suffeЮ d a mmbα d
::∫ We[島 鵠 1:濡 鰤 sttm°
''These people diverted greatly from the thoroughness
practiced by the Florentine Academy in the production of their

thermometers.
And
consequentiy
complaints
arose
everywhere that the thermomё ters had no comprehensible
scale and that they were by no means corresponding. lt

F19 3

Fig,1:Thermometry about 1750
Fig. lo air― thermometer according to Drebbe:
F19. 12 air― thermometer according to Amontons

Fig. 1l Florentine thermometer using wine― spirit,top
right trave‖ ing thermometer,below the ca‖ bration of the

steam― point and ice― point. Nonet:Le9ons de
Physique Experimentale. Paris 1 764

Fi9 2: Fever rneasurement with an air― thermometer according
to Sanctorius 29e
Fig 3: Florentine thermometer: 1 100 degrees, ii 50 degrees,
‖i300‑400 degrees, :V spiral thermometer

went so far that the thermometer itSelf was blamed and

dhn‖

attempts were made to show that changes in the readings
benveen adlaCent thermometers were neither equai nor even

盤
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Only few of these fu!li the strict cOnditions of scientittc thermo‐

proportional"

metry Most were luid thermometers wlh the temperature being

Such complaints concerning the lack of correspondence were

oonsidered prOportiOnal tO the volume 26

widespread by the end Of the 17th century and the beginning Of
the 18th century and could be exemplified by further quotations.

Later

thermometer― rnakers

iacked

the

experience

Attt潔 :2'i]識
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silver as barrier― liquid, discOvered that the pressure of the
enclosed ai「 is always '03,i瑠
increased by the same proportiOn(abOut a

of the

Florentines in balancing the reservoir size, the diameter Of the
bre)and the ilquid― vOlume. it may also be,as
Lambert suggests,that the capi‖ ary― diameter was not constant
― that is, there was a calibre― error ― so that the readings

third)of the initial pressure when the thermometer reservoir is

capi‖ ary(the ca‖

transferred from cold water into b。 ‖ing water. This holds true for

initial pressures and vOlumes. Since the air pressure can be

a‖

could no longer be proportionai.

used as a measure of temperature (alWays taking into account

A further change from the Florentine thermometer concerned
the scale. The thermometers of the Academia del Cimento had
enamel drops me:ted onto the capi‖ ary as scale― points ― as
described above ― but without further labe‖ ing or numbering
This is true for an examp!es which can sti‖
be seen today in

atmospheric pressure)it iS possible to construct a natural tem‐
perature― scale for which the zero― point is equivalent to zero

pressure

proposais, although taken up by Lambert 22b, aChieved no

Florence 25
However, later rnodeis,although ca‖ ed ''Florentine thermome‐
ters" had their capillaries firmly attached to a board, on which

acceptance.

The fu‖ significance of these proposals was only

recognized in 1948 when the 9th General Conference of Weights
and Measures used it for the definition of a thermodynamic

was insclbed a scale wlh numbers anc labelling(COmpare 19 1,
19.11) Atthat jme l was thoughtthat warmth and cold are two
opposing natural fo「 ces which are in balance at the zero―

Arnontons suggested that such an air thermometer

should be used for the ca‖ bration of fluid thermometers in order
to avoid the iimitation of the existing conventiona:scales. These

temperature― scale,

The situation as Fahrenheit found it was this: Florentine

point

ThiS temperature can be experienced in
deep, closed cellars where "one feels neither warm nor cold",

thermometers were in widespread use, althou9h their quality had
deteriorated since the tirne of the Accademia del Cirnento, and

that is for us about 12。 C to 13● C. As Momber l reports, up

complaints about the lack of correspondence were common ln
addition, there were numerous thermometer― types with local

lthat iS ''temperate")・

until the middle of the 19th century a Florentine scale was
understood to be based on such a nliddle temperature and to

distribution, but it is doubtful if any Of these fulfilled the con‐

ditions of correct temperature measurement
Proposals for
further development ― as, fbr example, made by Neぃ ton or

measure between 90 and 100 degrees in each direction.

in addition to this scale, numerous others have been

Amontons

developed in the course of time each with different ''fixed

― attracted ‖
tt!e or no attention

The interest in

temperature measurement was, however, great: the Academies
of London, Paris and Beriin, as we‖

Danzig,

Kiel,

Oopenhagen

and

as individuals in Florence,

e:sewhere

were

making

continuous observations of air― pressure and temperature For
an instrument― rnaker who was more able than his competitors,
the prospects were good.

23

The

Fahrenheit's First Thermometers

corresponding

thermometers

Of

Ha‖ e

The

mO

corresponding thermometers which Fahrenheit gave to Christian
Woiff in Ha‖ e in 1714 had identical scales(with an approxirnate

length of 16 cm), but Vessels with differing volumes.

whoie range examined by Wolff(between lo°

For the

C and 30° C)they

gave identical readings ll The relationship between the volume
of thermometer medium, length of scale and calibre is given by
the elementary thermometer equation:

Vt̲1=q Lt
VO
where q is the cross―

V。
seclon of the capi‖

ary,≒

is the scale

length for the temperature interval beh″ een O° C and t, and VO is

the combined volume of the vessel and that section of the
capinary below the zero― mark !n this it is assumed that the
spirit can
expansion of the glass compared to that of the wine―

be neglected and that no further corrections ― for calibre―
― are necessary. The
irregularities, exposed thread etc

reference temperature is OoC, as is conventional but not

Fig 4:Scales of corresponding thermometers(Ha‖
e1714)for
wine― spirit of 950/o and 75,720/o as a function ofthe
Celsius temperature

essenlal̀ Since the scale length

aries SO
basica‖ y V。 )differed, Fahrenheit had to choose capi‖
that the prOportion q/vo remained constant if he used aicohol of

Fig.5:Apparatus for the measurement ofthe steam pressure of
water, 1723

ヽ in bOth of Fahrenhet's

instruments was the same, but the vessel volumes(that iS

the same concentration in both thermometers.

The 91ass tube on the leftis 130 cm long

However, by

using"vo different concentrations of alcohol ― that is, changing
the lei side of equation(1)― he had an alternative method for

Not to scale. h: height of the quicks‖ ver column,ps:

saturation pressure of water,tF:Fahrenheit temperature.

12

point.

in which the highest temperature is that of the steam―

adluStment
in order to investigate this, the Fahrenheit temperature can
be plotted against the Celsius temperature, with 32● F set equal
tO the zero― point of the Ce!sius scale(0° C),and 96。 F set equal
to 37° C This iS Shown in fi9 4 in this case the zerol― point of
the Fahrenheit scale is equivalent to ‑20。 (), since the む″o

These 60。 are divided into 8 parts

一 SO that the

― each of 7 5。
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linearity(the thin ‖ne in fig 4)is not Very great, about O.5 K at

Roemer dOes not describe the difficulties of trying to measure
the steam― point 29 wth a wine― spirt thermometer. Assuming
Roemer's sCale to be linear, his zero― point is equivalent to

arOund 20。 C and 15 K at ‑20。 C From this presentation one
can aCCept that Fahrenheit did indeed use the eutectic tempera‐
ture Of the ice― sodiumchioride system as the zero― point for his

meter, he seems to refer to his uti‖ zation of only the principle of

scales dO not have a linear relationship

The deviation from

‑143° C and the temperature of warm water to 28 6° CI
When Fahrenheit describes the irnprovement of his thermo‐
rather than middle― based
Roemer's SCale with ns minimum―
Scale, but in WhiCh he substitutes the factor 8 for the

scale of 1714, aS he asserts in his own description 18b The
relatiOnship between Fahrenheit and Celsius temperatures for
two differing concentrations of wine― spirit ― namely 950/o and

inconvenient factor 7 5 and subdiVides each degree into four

lt
may be seen that, within the linlits of graphical representation,
the calCulated points lie on the same curve

This is the source Of the value 32 (= 4 x 8)for Fahrenheit's

From a‖ this we may observe:

Fahrenheit's oldest scalё

72,720/o ― fOund in our own experiments is shown in fig.4.

l

ice― point which haS remained untiitoday According tO Fahren‐

heit himselfit is based on pure chance.

Fahrenheit's particular "trick" in the production of his two

corresponding thermometers of 1714 was that he used we‖ ―
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These considerations lead directly to
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defined fixed points, although he only described this in his
scale of the Florentine type (see section 2.2)but fOr which he

second publication of 1 724 18b

was already using the fixed points of his second scale(..…

''Whilst

keeping the degrees Of the original in the process of these

2 We think that it is very probable that Fahrenheit wanted the
eutectic temperature of the NaCI― ice― system(‑21,2。 C)as
the temperature of his zero― point and that he achieved it to
an uncertainty of about ± l K.

changes")22b
― and there appears to be no
We come to some remarkable conclusions

lf we accept this viewpoint
―

counterargument

concerning Fahrenheit's person and wOrk:

3 Since the length of the scale was fixed, the correspondence
of the thermometers could be achieved by the adiuStment ol
ca:ibre and liquid votume,as equation(1)ShOWS

l Fahrenheit had already estabiished the fundamental principle
of his work ― that thermometer scales should only be defined
― extremely eariy at the age of
by reproducible fixed points
twenty or Nenty― one.
type scale which
2 As a result of this principle, the Florentine―

4 A further adiuStment was possible through the use of diffe口 ng
concentrations of wine― spirit, which ― as shown in fig 4 ‑

he used ― but which by then had hardly anything in comrnon

did not alter the correspondence of the two thermometers
This also indicates that the concentration of wine― spirit
(Wlhin certain‖ mis)haS nO effect in thermometry

with the original thermometers of the Florentine Academy

had an established concept

point This understanding he probabiy applied later to the scales
of his quicksilver(merCury)thermometers(see Section 2.4)

4 Fahrenheit must have set up a workshop in Amsterdam,since
the scaling of the three fixed points, as we‖ as the fabrication
and calibration of his thermometers, vvould require considerable
facilities His decision to borrow money to finance a workshop
can be understood.

the artifice,since he looked for it in the salts")

6. The fabricatiOn of tWO corresponding thermometers with a

l:翼‖

―

HOwever, he learned that the

zero― point of a scale does not necessarily have to be a fixed

Lambert 22b the thermometers displayed ''to Wolff's astonish‐
― (''WOlff didn't realize
ment, extraordinary correspondence"

yh::TTi‖

opened up the

「鳳
T謝 嘗l Pl濯 T'ぼ‖
:elTI写 冒

one ―,as suggested by Fahrenheit to minimize the response

Table l

lme

spirit thermo‐
SCales used fOr Fahrenheit's wine―
meters of 1707 and 1714 The temperatures of the
fixed points are under‖

Prior to giving his h″

o thermometers
tF

°F

。F

(1707)

(1714)

60

‑30
‑60
‑90

the value 22 5。

]は lf鷲

糧潤留都
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13

(1724)

aestus into―

Extream

lerab‖ is

Hott

aer temperatus

0

〇 一

the lower reading tO give the zero― point. The ice― point had
been given the value 7.5。 so that the warm― water― point had

Fahrenheit

(17141

aer calidus

２ ６
一
３ ︲

0

８
４

30

VVolff

calor ingens

４
６

The thermometers were placed alternately in ice and warm
water and the heights of the liquid column were marked. The
interval between these points was halved and subtracted from

０
８

fo‖ ows:

６
一
９

〇
一
９

Roemer in Copenhagen in 1708 Roemer was about to calibrate
his self― manufactured wine― spirit thermometers which he
needed for a series of meteorological measurements, using a
technique that Fahrenheit described and may be summarized as

Ｃ

to Chlslan Woltt in 1714,Fahrenhdt had ttready met 01av

p。

ned

ｔ

Fahrenheit and Roemer

was

3 When he visited Roemer in Copenhagen, Fahrenheit already

5. Christian Wolff thought the two corresponding thermometers
to be such a 9reat development that he devoted a two page
articte to them in the "Acta Eruditorum"
According to

fixed scale ― which enabled prior printing

―

put on a firm basis

‑20

Temperate

aer frigidus

frigus ingens
frigus vehe―

menlssimum

Extream
Cold

Both of Fahrenheit's scaies described here ― from 1707 and
1714 ‑ are based on an alcohol― in‑91ass ternperature. The
scales contain the same three fixed points:the eutecticum of the

li澪 彗
]亀 i響 ∬
∬蠣
辞揚
;綴 ‖
亀
盤義
hel 18o.
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"l begin to count at zero, 32 degrees be10w the point
s.Sl∵

between thawing and freezing, which as you know, one obtains
by mixing water and ice."

The interpretation of this is that in reality he measured the
quotient

2.4. The Quicks‖ ver Thermometer

V(96。

Origins Fahrenheit 18a learned from Amontons'27 writings that
the height of the mercury column in the barometer ls inluenced,
albeit only s19htly, by temperature, in that the column measured
‖9ne=
three ''Paris Lines'' higher in summer than in winter(1

12 pOuce=2.256 mm). These observations inspired Fahrenheit
to construct thermometers to measure the higher temperatures
invo!ved in the study Of bo‖ ing phenomena: for this purpOse he
employed quicksilver as medium
1ノ

Fahrenheit produced hiS first quicksi!ver thermOmeters for his

own use during 1713/14 in Ber‖ n He began commercial pro‐
duction in 1717/18 ater his move to Amsterdam. He Sent the
first three quicksilver thё rmometers to Boerhave, s'Gravesande

V132●

D̲1 =]些 ヱ̲1
D
V0

(41

and transformed this to the quotient of equation 13)lthe indiceS

are again the Celsius temperatures). From this one draws the
point as a
conclusion that Fahrenheit no longer saw the zero―
fixed point on his quicks‖ ver scale, but rather as a calculated
point, We
temperature, 32 degrees on his scale below the ice―
have transcribed Fahrenheit's experimental values to the

quotient of equation (4), so that they can be compared with

Fl=V0
today's values for an identical reference volume V(32●
Table 2 shows Fahrenheit's experimental values in chronolo9ical
order Also included for later reference are Fahrenheitls values
the boiling temperature of water in degrees Fahrenheit.
Table 2 reveals remarkable variations in relative expansions
between types of glass of the same provenance. These are not

and Lambert ten Kate, and inciuded with each a wine― spirit
thermometer ぐetter No.14 from May 30th,1729)8 wlh thiS,
Fahrenheit wanted to demonstrate the exact correspondence

fo「

between the two types of instrument This demonstraJon com‐

only to be explained as the consequence of experimental error,
but also as ref:ecting the variab‖ ity of the raw materials used by

pletely backfired, since during th9 next few months he received
complaints from a‖ three recipients that there were discrepancies
of up to 6。 F in the range between ooF and 96。 F in his efforts

to establish the causes of these discrepancies Fahrenheit made
two fundamental discoVeries:

1. The readings obtained frOm quicks‖ ver thermometers are
type, since different types of 91ass

effected by their glass―

display different characteristics of thermal expansion

￨、

[躙
龍 爛
um昴 よ1朧
恣
辮
器
『
"The softer a glass and therefOre the lower its meiting―
the more it expands"

14芦
point,

Applying the absolute expansion of
types

mercury, the cubic expansion coefficients of the glass―

can be calculated, using equation (2) TheSe Calculated values
compare we‖ with our current values.

2. The bo‖ ing temperature of water and other liquids is
dependent on the barometric readin9 ‑ that is, on pressure
Both of these phenomena were thorpughly investigated by Fah‐

.農

daSS apprOaches he same od「 T蹴 ::4蹴 讐lξ llT普 1記

網
The giass apparatus bu‖ t for this experiment is shown in fi9 5
The righ!hand Cylinder contains water which, before the sealing
gas
of the cylinder,had been bo‖ ed for some tirne to remove a‖

thermometer liquid, then the relationship between liquid density,
ca!ibre,length of scaie and liquid― volume stated in equation(1)

The steam pressure above the water surface ps is held in
equ‖ ibrium by the quicksilver column h

clearly has to be modified; and this iS necessary for the quick‐

about 15。 C and the measured values are shown in table 3

renheit.

silver― in―

glass thermometer

ln this case, the equation (1)

remains valid if we substitute the absolute expansion of mercury

棚a認 棚1記
糧電
恐ul俯 卜
路[1淵 ギ
:首

,°

equation

(≒ )劇

=鉤

h

iS

given

in

The
lines''

"Paris

(l ligne=1/12 pouce=2.256 mm) As table 2 showS, in 1723
Fahrenheit could have been using a quicksiiver scale in which
ine boinng― point was about 205.5° F; he had already retracted

his earlier value of 2120F in January 1719

ThiS possibility

would affect the evaluation of the steam pressure measurements,

0

ln order to test this hypOthesis we have plotted(in fig・

6)the ten

readings of table 3 on a tF't diagram:the temperatures of table

1:塁 「
il::11
壁
T亀 乱
V::e織8誡 1嶋 需:鷺 聯
"浅
:°

words lletter No 14)8

Fahrenheit examined in detail the relative expansion of quick‐

silver in vesse:s of various types of glass, since he saw the
glass― type as the basis of the discrepancies in correspondence
beヽ″een his wine― spirit and quicks‖ ver thermometers. He gives
a quotient for this:

‑1

height

The surroundings were

13)

3 given by Fahrenheit are used as the ordinate, but the ten
measured steam pressures are given tOday's Cetsius tempera‐
ture values The height h Of the quicks‖ ver column has been
corrected for room― temperature,that is,multiplied by

(P15/POIHg = 0997271
Fahrenheit had assumed for his quicksilver thermometer(as he
had for his wine― spirn thermOmeter)that there is a linear
relationship bet″ een volume and temperaturè This condition is
basica‖ y fulfilled for quicks‖ ver For a Fahrenheit scale, where
the ice― point is 32。 F∠ ゝ0° C, and the body― temperature is
96。 F∠ゝ37● C, a linear extrapolation to the boning―

it is, however, extreme!y un‖ kely that Fahrenheit cooled his
system to ooF for each set of rneasurements, particularly since
the zero― point on the quicks‖ ver scaie had not yet been defined

bOint of Water

100° C would give the fo‖ owing Fahrenheit temperature:

Table 2
tF'=32。

F+100(96‑32)。 F′ 37=204.97●

F〜 205° F

glass. Bo‖ ing― point of water tF'・

Dato

The stralght ‖ne a in fig. 6 inustrates this relationsip, whilst
line b iS Valid for 212。

cioser to the‖ ne a

Provenance

For our calculations we have thereforO used

5,‖ l.1

715

PotSdam?

1/174

12.X‖ .1

718

Glass A

1/180.5

23. : .1719

Giass B

Ph‖

器肥電消
『

.Trans.

30(1724)1‑3
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臨[∬ 盤牌
屏
Wttt滉柵認ポ寧

20.:‖

1 729

cOlumns of table 3 are probably the oldest steam table in the
ship bet″ een bO‖ ing― temperature and barometric pressure

30 ‖l.1 729

』
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perature between O° F and 960F,while the upper
『 scale measures

Thuringen

f:キ

212‑213
(212)2055
212

lノ 1791
lノ 166.4

211

1/175.3

1/170
1/170.1

Engiand

lノ 175.1

Amersfoort
Amsterdam

l月 79.1
l′ 181.9

17.iV.1729

9,

the scale may a:so be divided into inches of mercury, as lor a

barometer.

212.5

Bchemia or

Potsdam

:「

However, as can be seen in i9

tF'(° D

He

::湯

the boiling― temperatures

Amsterdam
Bohemia
Engiand

wOrld. Fahrenheit recognized all the imp‖ cations of the relation‐

:き

1/174.3

8.

The dependence of the boning― temperature on pressure is a
fundamental thermodynamic relationship which extends far

:』

lV37 VO1/Vo

of the giass

F. The ten readings in this oiagram are

楊誦醐轍珈輔
cOnfirmed in fig

Relative expansion of mercury in different types of

205‑212
」ena 16‖ !

lt has not been established whether such a

1ノ 170.7

hypsometer was produced
thermometer. He no longer considered the zero― point(0° o as

t認 穐 ∫ 岳 i濯 喜
器 器 選 蹄 鼎 器 繋 綱 鵠
the wine― spirit scale ― the ice― point at 320F and the body
temperature at 96。 F ― for the calibration of the quicks‖ ver

鶏

選

a fixed point. A linear extrapo!ation,which is valid for quicksilver

端

(althOugh not for wine― spiritl giveS the boi‖ ng― temperature
臓 ￨
滉 s、 7:Ы 」ち 』 篇 mefttex:ly]teliF淵
the bo‖ ing― points of water as approximately tF'〜 2120F, our

k欝 鰤

current value

How could this happen? When one considers

Fahrenheit's results as shown in table 2, a pOssible explanation

20

Fig.7
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Fig.8
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‖ne b fortF' = 212。 F;Curve c is an extrapolation of the
wine i spirit scale.

today's values.
Fig。

7: Fahrenheit's values for steam pressure(circles)and

Fig 9: Hypsobarometer according to Fahrenheit, 1724.

today's saturation line a.

15

Table 3

tF

●Fo06)

longer used the body― temperature as a fixed point fo「 those

Fahrenheit's steam table of 1723

ps

h

７
８ ４ ２ ０ ８ ６ ４ ２
２ ４ ５６ ６ ７ ８ ９ ∞ ０

lignes

mbar

491/2

148.5
240.7
292.9

55.2
64.4

119

3569

689
736

1451/4

434.9

78.2

176

5279
6314

971/2

2101/2
2491/3
2921/5
3331/3

does however appear

mbar・ /4

349
3.94
4.14

8765

considered a fixed pOint.

2. On such a scale the boi‖ ng― temperature of water would be

501

°

5.23

After his move to Amsterdam he had

e

"F十 戦

牢 口

情

〜2■

2FF

l. Fahrenheit's particular service to thermometry lies in his use,

even in the beginning, of reproducible fixed points for his

thermometer scales

renheit
was
probably
the
first
thermometer― rnaker who used it consistently

Obviously Fahrenheit

2 Consequently,

must have soon noticed this inaccuracy since within a few weeks

competitors and quickly achieved a widespread use

as

type

So it appears that for some years he manufactured two
different scales, and that this period was, at the very least, the

England and consequently later also in North America and

ten years bet″ een 1719 and 1729 The fixed Points of one
scale were the ice― point at 32・ F and the body― temperature at

the Brilsh Empire
4、

temperature of water was at

:atthr:lt鼻 :轟
hrli]m鵬 』

―

thereby also achieving a wide circuiation and acceptance of
his scale. The values of the fixed points (32 for the ice―
pOint and 212 for the steam― point)are purely accidental
His fe‖ owship of the Royal Society resuned in his thermome‐
ter, and thereby his scale, receiving particular acceptance in

6 shoWS and might not have been noticed by his three

ing―

produce

lthe "artificium'')whiCh Fahrenheit described first in 1 724.

points, where they are calibrated, since they define two difrerent

F: for this, the bO‖

to

3 His thermometers were considerably superior to those Of hiS

thermometers to correspond other than at those comrnon fixed

96・

able

cance of this correspOndence, was unable to find the ''trick''

same letter must therefore refer to an eanier table.
ln principle, it is irnpOssible for wine― spirit and quicksilver

friends had Fahrenheit not used a different glass―

was

an expert like Christian Wolff,who had recognized the signifi‐

The mention of the value 212‑213 in the

However, the differences are sma‖

Fahrenheit

professional

"correspOnding weather‑91asses'' and through this,tO end a
long̲running confusion in temperature measurement Even

he had notified them of a new relative expansion lthis time,
correctly for glass― type B)and a new boiling̲point, 205,5° F

empiriCal temperatures.

Although others had used it

befOre him(Newton,AmontonO),l Was nOt widespread Fah‐

These thermometers showed a body― temperature of about
98,6。 F instead of the expected 96° F

He must already have established this

principle by the age of 20 or 21

spirit thermometer,to

this series, each accOmpanied by a wine―
his friends for teslng lCOmpare 2.4)

fig.

C

2.5, Concluding Remarks

Fahrenheit seems to have sent three of the thermometers from

instead of 212。 F.

鷺

the saturation state with 10 measured points between 50。
and 100。 C

owing Calculations:

5‐

獅

3. in his efforts to clarify the discrepancies between the readings
of wine― spirit and quicksilver thermometers, he detected the
influence of glass― type and the dependence on pressure of
the bo‖ ing― temperature. He constructed a steam table for

pOint in time neither Fahrenheit nor anybody eise, had yet
recognized the influence of giass― type, so that he would have
had no hesitation in using the measurements from glass A to
produce a thermometer of giass B; and with this he could then
have measured a boi‖ ng― temperature tF'=212 1ノ 2 (which he
mentions in the letter from December 12th, 1718,tab!e2) This

∵ →

[]!絆 Tlrs肌

measured tF'〜 2120F, a value which he soon corrected to
205,5。 F, but which he, nevertheiess,retained in the long run.
tem‐
After 1729 at the latest, he no longer used the body―
perature as a fixed point temperature, but retained only the
ice― point and steam― pOint as fixed points Those thermo‐
meters extending only to 960F were an exception

begun anew with the fabrication of quicks‖ ver thermometers and
for this he measured the relative expansion of a giass A. At this

hypothesis is supported by the ro‖

き T。 3erT:焦

trlttedPTa用

544
562

1006

999.8

wine― spirit scale,the ice― point at 32。 F and the body― tem・
perature at 96。 F; that scale's zero― point he no longer

435
457
479

828
874
919
966

747.9

Fo「 those quicksilver thermometers
which extended only to 96。 F, he probably continued to use the
body― temperature for calibration.
Observations on Fahrenheit's quicks‖ ver thermometers can
be summarized as fo‖ owed:
1, Fahrenheit was producing quicksilver thermometers experi‐
menta‖ y in Beriin by 1713/14 and commercially in Amsterdam
bv 1717 He retained for a time the two fixed DOints of the

ps%

ts

Oc

801/4

thermometers containing tF'・

°

The accuracy of his thermometers a‖ owed him to measure
― for example, density,
thermodynamic properties of liquids
bo‖ ing temperature and thermal expansion (alsO relative to

蹴
W%増 紫響
::u『

types of glass) He measured these parameters for many

were used for meteorological purposes For scientific observa‐
tions, however, particularly of boi ng phenomena, Fahrenheit

materials, and they were published as Tables Of particular
irnportance were his discoveries of the subcoolin9 of water in

produced thermometers with a longer scale on which the

the process of freezing and the dependence on pressure of

pOint of water was at tF'〜 2120F. On this scale the
body― temperature lost its use as a fixed point. The ice― point
remained unaltered at 32。 F
Fahrenheit describes the further development of his quick‐
boi‖ ng―

boiling― temperature

He constructed the first steam table.

5 Thermodynamics could develop as a separate science only
after the precise and accurate measurement of temperature

had become possible

ver scale in letter No 15, where he writes: "There are no
points better defined than those of crushed ice, whose spaces

Fahrenheit made a considerable

contribution to this and can therefore with iustifiCation be
called a pioneer of exact thermometry.

s‖

are filled with sweet water, o"of boiling water, but only as long
as atmospheric pressure is taken into consideration. The tem‐
perature of 96 d6grees can sti‖ be identified by calculation as i
have done.''This means that ― from 1 729 at the latest ― he no

16
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